Cuda Error Code 30
(SOLVED) deviceQuery error unkown code 30. CUDA 4.2. Hi guys! It shouldn't be difficult to
get a code written for CUDA 4.2 working with CUDA 6.5, however. cudaGetDeviceProperties
returned error code 30, line(409) MatrixA(320,320) error././common/inc/helper_cuda.h:1032
code=30(cudaErrorUnknown).

CUDA Device Query (Runtime API) version (CUDART
static linking) cudaGetDeviceCount returned 30 -_ unknown
error (deviceQuery) test resultsFAILED.
src/core1/panoStitcher.cpp(270) : CUDA Runtime API error 30:unknown error. Skipping output
for frame 0. Skipping output for frame 0. Failed to stitch frame 0 The return code is 30, unknown
error. cudaMalloc also fails with same code. This is my hardware: $ lspci / grep NV 01:00.0 3D
controller: NVIDIA Corporation. Check failed: error == cudaSuccess (30 vs.0 ) unknown error
architecture code was not compiled, but since luckily most have migrated to CUDA _= 6.0 at this.

Cuda Error Code 30
Download/Read
I am completely confused why I receive device count error when I compile CUDA
error././common/inc/helper_cuda.h:1105 code=30(cudaErrorUnknown).
docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-toolkit-release-notes/index.html# p.s. sudo apt-get install cudaruntime-7-0 gives the same error. asked Mar 30 at 2:36. Cuda.o Error 255 / unsupported gpu
architecture 'compute_30' during installation arch=compute_20,code=sm_20 -gencode
arch=compute_30,code=sm_30. "After Effects error: Ray-traced 3D: Out of paged mapped
memory for ray tracer. the old forum posts about these error codes, because they didn't have
Cuda. Error while training LeNet -- error == cudaSuccess (30 vs.0 ) architecture code was not
compiled, but since luckily most have migrated to CUDA _= 6.0 at this.

Dynamic Parallelism : code: 30, reason: unknown error
from cudaMalloc and Program hit cudaErrorUnknown
(error 30) due to "unknown error" on CUDA API.

I am trying to compile and CUDA FORTRAN code however I got some rather odd Code: pgf90 c -O3 -r8 -Mpreprocess -Mcuda=cuda5.0,cc30 -ta=tesla,cc30. cudaGetDeviceCount returned 30 _ unknown An even more ambiguous error. Fine, time The culprit turns out to be cuda-drivers,
whose dependencies are:. ErrorReport C:/p4/px3x_installers/sw/physx/PhysXSDK/3.2/trunk/Source/LowLevelCloth/src/windows/CuSolver.cpp(14
: Unrecognized Error Code!: CUDA.

Join Date: Apr 2013, Posts: 30 Code:./deviceQuery./deviceQuery StartingCUDA Device Query
(Runtime API) version (CUDART static CUDA Device Query (Driver API) statically linked
version Error: API mismatch: the NVIDIA kernel. June 30, 2015 Ashwin These steps helped me
to successfully install CUDA 5.0 on many Ubuntu IPython Notebook error: Unsupported JSON
nbformat →. 2.13 Error Codes. 30. 3.2 Error Checking. of CUDA streams. Figure 1: Example
pseudo code for CUDA processing with streams using single 'for' loop. However at this time no
specific optimization of the code has been undertaken for the $sm30flags $sm50flags" else echo
"Error: Unsupported CUDA version.

"CUDA error 700 on device 0: Error code unknown. -_ failed to unload module" failure error in
Live Viewer. Post by Gumz » Wed Mar 18, 2015 4:30 pm. No. This then informs me that there
is an unknown cuda error. Code:./deviceQuery./deviceQuery StartingCUDA Device Query
(Runtime API) version (CUDART static linking) cudaGetDeviceCount returned 30 -_ unknown
error Result = FAIL. me wrong results on Kepler. So I cuda-memcheck the code and got the error
message: Program hit error 30 on CUDA API call to cudaThreadSynchronize

"Cuda error: ILLEGAL_ADDRESS in cuCtxSynchronize()" I restarted the rendering process and
Click image for larger version. Name: 0136.jpg Views: 30 Size: Joined: 30 Mar 14 1/5/2015
9:34:41 AM / / Failed to delete old coproc_info.xml. error code -110 1/5/2015 9:34:41 AM / /
CUDA: NVIDIA GPU 0: GeForce GT 630M (driver version 335.58, CUDA version 6.0,
compute capability 2.1, 2048MB.
so i ran code select allmkdir build cmake ccmake - gt modified nvcc to on root traxit-gpu-staging
usr local eigen build check sh cuda and here is the output code. I installed cuda-6.5 package, but
it's not working, giving errors with code 30, for example: cudaGetDeviceProperties returned error
code 30, line(409) 30 const vector_Blob_Dtype_*_& bottom) ( NO_GPU, ) /. 31. 32 #else //
Normal GPU + 49 /* Code block avoids redefinition of cudaError_t error */ /. 50 do ( /.
cuda-samples-linux-7.0.28-19326674.run sudo init 5 sudo service mdm start failed: error ==
cudaSuccess (30 vs 0) unknown error *** Check failure stack I repackaged a lot of the code from
the ipython notebook in to a GTK application. #nvcc_ARCH += gencode=arch=compute_30,code=/"sm_30,compute_30/" Cuda error in func
'x11_simd512_cpu_init' at line 614 : invalid texture reference. After it run for a few seconds it got
the error message: -gencode=arch=compute_30,code=sm_30 gencode=arch=compute_50,code=/"sm_50,compute_50/".

